3rd brake light cover f150

Brake lights are a very important part to any vehicle that is traveling on the road. Brake lights
allow the people driving behind you to know when you are slowing down, when you have
stopped, etc. With that said, brake lights are highly imperative especially when it comes to the
safety of you and other drivers on the road. Apart from the two standard brake lights on the
back of a vehicle, some vehicles have a third brake light that is located in the middle, but at the
top of the vehicle. This third brake light can be in the middle of the top of the cab on a truck or
possibly in the middle of the top of the back window glass on the back of a SUV, and on a car,
the third brake light is normally located in the same position as a SUV. On some vehicles, the
third brake light may be found in the middle of the back of the trunk. Aftermarket third brake
lights can be purchased for your vehicle for a higher class style or for simply added security.
For example, LED third brake lights are becoming very popular in the aftermarket class of brake
lights. LED lights are brighter than normal lights allowing for individuals to see the LED third
brake light a lot easier and better than a standard one increasing the overall safety of all drivers
on the road. In addition, nowadays, you can even purchase a third brake light that also has the
turn signals built in. This is convenient if you are carrying a trailer behind your vehicle and your
standard brake lights are hidden - the third brake light will allow for other drivers on the road to
see when you have hit your brakes as well as when you have a turn signal on. The right parts,
like a Dorman third brake light, are just a few clicks away when you order from PartsGeek. Most
manufacturers produce cars that protect their occupants, but bear in mind it's the driver's task
to ensure that all necessary safety parts and equipment are installed and in good repair.
Without question, the most important part of a car's design is the safety components. Operating
your vehicle with faulty safety equipment may be devastating should there be equipment failure.
The parts that make your car legal to take on public roads are installed for your own security
and the security of drivers on the road. A vehicle's third brake light is an additional light that is
mounted higher than your vehicle's regular brake lights so it will be seen clearly by other
drivers. Your properly working third brake light keeps you out of harm's way by helping to
prevent automobile accidents. A third brake light is a red light that is generally equipped in the
rear of your vehicle and illuminates as you decelerate. Driving a vehicle with a broken third
brake light can be considered hazardous and is illegal in nearly all jurisdictions. The third brake
light is a basic feature of your lighting system which can enhance the visibility of your
automobile when you decelerate. Your vehicle's third brake light is a centrally located brake
light that is mounted higher than your usual brake lights so it can be seen clearly by other
drivers when you are going to stop. Studies have proven that having a third brake light on a car
or truck will lessen the number of accidents that happen when you are about to stop. When you
purchase a Dorman third brake light from our team of specialists here at PartsGeek. Any car
requires parts every so often, so if you need a Replacement third brake light, PartsGeek.
Collisions are sometimes a part of operating a vehicle, but drivers can minimize the chance of
having a disaster by purchasing or repairing the safety systems like lights or brakes. Making
your car safe for the streets and in compliance with state regulations is an easier job when the
latest safety devices have been in place. A small investment in proper safety equipment for your
car now can prevent major costs in the future. Nothing is more urgent than safeguarding the
well-being of yourself and your passengers, so it's clear that upgrading your vehicle with the
highest-quality and most durable equipment is crucial. Driving a vehicle without a third brake
light is considered risky and is not tolerated in all locations. A properly working third brake light
helps keep you protected by helping you avoid automobile accidents. A third brake light is a
centrally located light that is positioned higher than a vehicle's other brake lights so it will be
viewed easily as you are going to stop. Your third brake light is a red light signal which is
installed at the rear of your vehicle and signals to other drivers as you decelerate. Having a third
brake light on a car or truck can decrease the number of accidents that happen when you have
to slow down. A third brake light is a fundamental feature of your automotive lighting system
which can enhance the visibility of your car or truck when you decelerate. The third brake light
is a centered brake light that is positioned higher than a vehicle's other brake lights where it can
be viewed easily by other drivers. For the best service from your car or truck, look at a
Replacement third brake light. We here at PartsGeek understand what it's like to love your
vehicle, and so we are dedicated to helping you find the perfect Standard third brake light.
Keeping your car safe for the highway and in conformity with state law is much simpler when
the latest safety devices have been placed correctly. Replacing your vehicle's malfunctioning
safety equipment is the most important thing you can do to ensure your family's safety on the
road. Circumvent immoderate risk while motoring by insuring that your vehicle has the
safety-related gear that you need. A minor investment in proper safety equipment for your car or
truck now will prevent big expense in the future. A car's third brake light is a centered brake
light that is positioned higher than your vehicle's standard brake lights where it can be seen

clearly by other drivers. Studies have proven that having a third brake light on a car or truck will
reduce crashes that happen when you are stopping. The car's third brake light is an orange or
yellow light that is installed in the rear window to let drivers behind you know that you are
stopping. The third brake light is an important component of a car's lighting system which can
enhance the presence of your car or truck when you decelerate. The third brake light is a red
light signal that is often placed at the rear of your vehicle and becomes illuminated as you
decelerate. Adding a third brake light to your car is simple and a good safety addition even if
you don't usually work on your car. A vehicle's third brake light is a centrally located brake light
that is attached higher than your vehicle's usual brake lights where it can be seen clearly by
other drivers when you are going to stop. To get the best performance out of your car or truck,
take a peek at a ULO third brake light. Buying features that improve mechanical operation also
improves performance in slick conditions. The components that make your automobile legal to
operate on public streets are included for your own security in addition to the protection of
others on the road. Parts that make for an easier ride may increase safety and handling.
Dangerous accidents are can be a steep price to pay for not installing the best parts for safety.
A third brake light is a basic component of your lighting system which can enhance the visibility
of your automobile when you decelerate. Driving a vehicle without a third brake light can be
risky and is illegal in nearly all jurisdictions. A vehicle's third brake light is an orange or yellow
light that is put in the rear window to warn drivers behind you that you are stopping. Adding a
third brake light on your car can lower car accidents that happen when you are about to turn.
Installing a third brake light on your car or truck is easy and a good safety addition even if you
don't usually work on your car. The third brake light is an additional brake light that is attached
higher than a vehicle's standard brake lights so it can be easily noticed by other drivers when
you press the brakes. The third brake light is a red-colored light that is mounted at the rear of
your vehicle and lights up as you decelerate. When you decide to get a ULO third brake light,
fixing a car or truck with superior parts is the best strategy over time. According to US. Studies
continue to show that one of the most significant ways to prevent such tragedies is increased
visibility. Third brake lights are designed to do just that. Making sure to keep all onboard signal
lamps could save you from an expensive repair bill, but more importantly, could save a life. On
PartsGeek. We pride ourselves on offering a wide selection of quality products at unbeatable
prices and great customer service. Our fast delivery times and day return policy helps us
guarantee that you get the part you need to get back on the road safely. Use our website's
search engine to find a specific part, or browse our inventory by brand, make or vehicle year.
These signal lights are so named because they are affixed high up and centered on the back of
the vehicle. Lighting may be produced by a single central incandescent bulb, neon tube
stripping, or else a row or grouping of LEDs. The high placement of the lamp makes it easier to
see when vehicles ahead are stopping, even when other cars are blocking visibility. In Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard required that all new passenger cars come standard equipment
that includes a 3rd brake light. In this requirement was extended to cover light trucks as well.
The cost of a new brake light will depend on the make, model and year of your vehicle. Most of
the 3rd brake lights on PartsGeek. All passenger cars of model year and later, and trucks of
model year are required by law to have functioning 3rd brake lights. If your vehicle falls within
the above range and your lamp fails, you will need to replace it before you get back on the road
again. More importantly, though, studies have shown that these signal lamps can significantly
reduce the likelihood of rear-end collisions. Making sure to always drive with a working 3rd
brake lamp may help to prevent potentially devastating vehicle damage, injury or even death.
Installation will depend completely on the particular light. Make sure to follow manufacturer
instructions to the letter to avoid causing damage to the lamp. I couldn't be happier plug and
bulbs are installed just plug it in screw it in place. I had it in two days. This is exactly what I
wanted and so much cheaper then the other places. It was also delivered quickly. Had to replace
the LED third brake light on a G Parts Geek had the best price around and it was delivered in
two days. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Alfa Romeo. Land Rover.
American Motors. AC Delco. Action Crash. Standard Motor Products. BBR Automotive. Fab
Fours. Rugged Ridge. Fog Light. Parking Light. Tail Light. Turn Signal. Turn Signal Switch.
Washer Reservoir. Wiper Blade. Click to Enlarge. Replacement N Third Brake Light. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Dorman Third Brake Light. Features: Ideal replacement - this
third brake light assembly was specifically designed to look and function like the original light
on specific vehicles Quality construction - made from quality materials for excellent visibility
and illumination Thoroughly tested - this part has undergone extensive testing to help ensure a

secure fit and long service life. Genuine W Third Brake Light. Product SKU: W Features: OES
Quality Wiring harness included where applicable Direct replacement for a proper fit every time
Vehicle try-on testing has been conducted on this part to ensure trouble-free installation and
performance. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Quality: Value Line - High quality
automotive part with the highest cost savings. Anzo Third Brake Light. Compliant To S. Product
SKU: 15 Putco Third Brake Light. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Tested to
ensure proper fit and trouble-free performance. Package Contents Third Brake Light. Adding a
Dorma Third Brake Light to your car or truck is easy, cheap and a good safety addition even if
you don't usually work on your car. What is a third brake light? How much are third brake
lights? Do I need a third brake light? How do I install a replacement third brake light? Read
more reviews. Nice product, fit well, no problems with the install. Will use parts geek again!!
Catalog: E. Vehicle Ford F Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Vehicle BMW Z4. Shipping Options: Ground
Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Chevrolet Trailblazer. Catalog: F. Catalog: G.
Vehicle Body Mercedes E Vehicle GMC Yukon. Vehicle Chevrolet Silverado Vehicle Jeep
Wrangler. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Vehicle Body Volkswagen Beetle. Catalog: T. Vehicle Engine
Ford F Catalog: P. Vehicle Chevrolet Tahoe. Catalog: K. Tail lights are also known as taillights,
tail lamps, taillamps, brake lights, brake lamps, rear lights, or rear lamps. The funny thing about
them is that not all tail lights are considered brake lights, but all brake lights are considered tail
lights. The automotive world is a plethora of confusion, especially when it comes to naming the
parts. Makes sense, right? Now, if somebody were to hop inside that vehicle and tap the brake
pedal, some of those red colored lights on the back of the vehicle will illuminate. However, the
vehicle may also have other lights on the rear of the vehicle that turn on with the headlights, but
do not light up with the brakes. Those would only be called tail lights, because the brake pedal
has no connection to them whatsoever. So why do we even have these things stuck to the back
of our cars and trucks? Well, if the vehicle behind you can see you and understand your
intentions, then everybody on the road is safer because of it. Having rear lights on a car, truck,
or SUV flat out prevents car accidents. The third brake light is a great addition to the automotive
world. They make driving safer for all vehicles. Imagine for a moment that you are in traffic,
driving a large 4-wheel drive truck, and the car in front of you is a tiny two-door hatchback. This
can be a scary scenario for everybody involved. The third brake light solves this problem by
positioning itself in the center rear of the vehicle. By the mid s, the center mounted third brake
light became a requirement on all vehicles in the United States. You should replace tail lights
after signs of physical damage, yellowing or faded tail lenses, moisture build up, worn out
looks, or burnt out internal circuit boards. The tail light housing will usually last the life of the
vehicle, but external factors can affect this. Tail light bulbs also have a chance of lasting the life
of the vehicle. Incandescent can last from , hours. Replacing your tail light assembly can be
very easy. Most vehicles have tail lights that can be replaced by a do-it-yourselfer with basic
hand tools. It usually requires a ratchet set and possibly a Phillips or flat head screwdriver.
Sometimes the bolts can be hidden, so a repair manual or online instruction can be extremely
helpful. You have come to the right place for your replacement tail lights. At 1A Auto we make
shopping for and understanding car parts easy. All of our tail lights are DOT U. They are among
the highest quality replacements available. Call our customer service toll free at if you have any
questions about our products, warranty, compatibility, or to make a purchase. Orders ship same
day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these
options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year
Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Tail Lights. What
year is your Year. Shop by Part. Free Same Day Shipping. View: 15 5 10 25 Filter by Vehicle.
Year Part Type. Bumper Reflector. High Mount Third Brake Light. Lighting Kit. Running Light.
Tail Light. Tail Light Bezel. Tail Light Bulb Socket. Tail Light Circuit Board. Tail Light
Combination Junction Block. Tail Light Cover. Tail Light Filler Seal. Tail Light Guard. Tail Light
Harness With Sockets. Tail Light Lens. Tail Light Lens Set. Tail Light Retainer. Tail Light Set.
Tail Light Wiring Harness. Tail Light with Circuit Board. Third Brake Light Extension Kit. DIY
Solutions. Eagle Eyes. Ford OEM. General Motors OEM. Mercedes Benz. Nissan OEM. Rugged
Ridge. Toyota OEM. Set Quantity. Carbon Fiber Look. Gloss Black. Headlight Design. Lighting
Bulb Count. Single Bulb. Lighting Housing Shape. Stainless Steel. Filter Results. Set Quantity: 2
Piece view more. Part : 1ALTP Add to Cart. Part : 1ALTL Out of Stock Notify Me. Quantity: Pair
view more. Part : 1AZMA Quantity: 6 Piece Set view more. Tail Lights What are tail lights and
where are they located? When to replace tail lights You should replace tail lights after signs of

physical damage, yellowing or faded tail lenses, moisture build up, worn out looks, or burnt out
internal circuit boards. This significantly cuts down on the amount of light that shines through
them. You don't realize just how much light is missing until the new set of tail lights is in place.
Moisture - Sometimes old tail lights will allow water inside, and this moisture is extremely
difficult to get rid of. Moisture can shorten the life span of bulbs dramatically. Our brand new
aftermarket replacement lights are the highest quality and won't allow water inside. Worn out
looks - Cracked or punctured tail lights can make your car an eye sore, as can old lights. New
tail lights can remove an old and worn out look, especially if you want your car to look its best
and have the highest resale value. Clean rear lights always help. Internal circuit boards - Some
vehicles have circuit boards built into the tail lights. These circuits burn out over time, and often
can't be replaced by themselves. This means that the entire tail light assembly needs to be
replaced even if the lens itself is perfect. How long do tail lights last? How do I replace a tail
light or tail light assembly? Open the trunk Remove any interior padding that might be covering
the tail light bolts Remove the bolts or screws from the tail light housing Disconnect the wiring
harness from the bulb socket Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise Pull the bulb off of the
socket Press the new bulb on to the socket Turn the socket clockwise Connect the wiring
harness to the bulb socket Replace the bolts or screws to the tail light housing Replace any
interior padding you might have removed How much do tail lights usually cost? Need new tail
lights? Choose the Make of Your Vehicle. Acura Tail Lights. Audi Tail Lights. BMW Tail Lights.
Buick Tail Lights. Cadillac Tail Lights. Chevrolet Tail Lights. Chrysler Tail Lights. Dodge Tail
Lights. Eagle Tail Lights. Ford Tail Lights. GMC Tail Lights. Honda Tail Lights. Hummer Tail
Lights. Hyundai Tail Lights. Infiniti Tail Lights. Isuzu Tail Lights. Jeep Tail Lights. Kia Tail Lights.
Land Rover Tail Lights. Lexus Tail Lights. Lincoln Tail Lights. Mazda Tail Lights. Mercedes Benz
Tail Lights. Mercury Tail Lights. Mini Tail Lights. Mitsubishi Tail Lights. Nissan Tail Lights.
Oldsmobile Tail Lights. Plymouth Tail Lights. Pontiac Tail Lights. Porsche Tail Lights. Ram Tail
Lights. Saab Tail Lights. Saturn Tail Lights. Scion Tail Lights. Subaru Tail Lights. Suzuki Tail
Lights. Toyota Tail Lights. Volkswagen Tail Lights. Volvo Tail Lights. Guaranteed To Fit
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Speaking of
car phone holder chargers, it must be a must-have for most cars now, after all, there are more
and more mobile phones that support wireless charging. People often go out recently and often
need to use the navigation in the car, which causes the battery power to be very tight. Look at
the packaging Regular manufacturers of accessories packaging are generally more
standardized, unified standard specifications, clear and formal print, should be marked with
product name, specification model, quantity, registered trademark, factory name, factory
address and telephone number, and some manufacturers also make their own markings on
accessories. Please enable JavaScript in your browser for better use of the website! Car Winter
Accessories. Details Details. Hot Selling Products. Transparent Shell. View 2 additional
products. Universal Car Coin Holder Black. Universal Car Back Seat Organizer. Polarized Car
Sun Visor, Fits 4. Hot Sale! Auto Electric Outdoor Universal Pump. View 19 additional products.
Black Upgrate. High Lift Jack Mount for 1. View 5 additional products. What is Wireless Car
Charger? It is a Must-have Item for Your Car Sep 4, '20 Speaking of car phone holder chargers,
it must be a must-have for most cars now, after all, there are more and more mobile phones that
support wireless charging. Read more. View All. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Its reflective red lens is engineered to alert
other motorists of your presence as well as maximize your on-road safety. All wiring is color
coded to the industry standard for safe and straight-forward installation. Our trailer ID light bar
boasts built-in brake light and turn signal functionality for impressive versatility; an
industry-first! Sporting an IP67 waterproof and fully-submersible construction, this LED ID bar
is designed to resist water and dust intrusion for exceptional all-weather durability that cheaper
ID bars can only dream of. Additionally, all the metal fasteners on the unit are sealed for
additional protection against inclement weather. Our ID clearance light bar is designed to be
easily installed by users of all mechanical aptitude. Features like color-coded wiring make
installation safer and simpler. Additionally, detailed instructions are provided to help clarify the
installation process. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free

shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 13 hrs and 45 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Size: 1pc Red. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than
the other. Show details. FREE Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Size: 1pc Red
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product Description. What's
Included? Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Size: 1pc Red Verified Purchase. I added this light to our 5th wheel that has a 2 wire brake and
turn signal as do most trailers. When wired up to our tow vehicle with just the auxiliary power
on everything works great. The turn signal sequential signal is nice and bright. A problem
occurs when the engine is running and voltage to the tail light increases 1. At this point the turn
signal only blinks like a flasher all the way across. I tried a 2 to 3 converter but it did not work. I
ran out of time to work on the problem but the seller said it may be the flasher and explained the
voltage pause requirements. Even offered to replace it with another unit to check it out. I hope
to continue trying to get it to work after some health issues pass. For now the three running
lights and brake lights work well. Nice and bright. Hope to get the turn to work in the future.
Wiring confusing. Works great. Very bright. Like the blinker action. Upon wiring this up, the
directions say to connect the red wire to the brake lights. With the standard trailer wiring yellow
and green wires being the stop and turn feeds you do not have to connect the red wire to
anything. I connected the red wire to both the green and yellow wires at first but the light
worked improperly. So I then connected it to only the yellow and so forth. But still not working
right. So I disconnected it entirely and the light worked fine. Your browser does not support
HTML5 video. LED yes, brightness fine. One would expect a 16 inch 12 light bar to be the same
as the next No doubt these were a different manufacturer than the ones they replaced, although
they looked identical in the picture. The wiring was different in number and attachment.
Additionally, the round plastic sleeve the wires protrude from was a different diameter As if this
was not enough, the screw spacing was also different from the strips being replaced. None of
these problems are manufacturing defects, just be aware that the manufacting sizeing and
spacing of screw attachment points, and the wiring harness sleeve diameters, are apparently
not standardized. Initial installations are not affected. As lights, these are indeed VERY bright
which was what I am looking for as replacements on my open car hauler whose lights are way
down low. I like the 3 dot marker style lighting as tail-lamps - really helps grab attention from
those following when stop or turn signal emitted. Perfect sequential turn signaling and brake
lights. Also briefly pulsed when stop signal sent. Anyhow, again these are really bright
replacement lights which fit bill. The LEDs seem very efficient to others I purchased and
suspect a small resistor might help abate all issues A solid replacement light! Works great All
diodes light up when brakes are hit. Left and right sequential turning works fine, however, left
and right turn sequential does NOT work when headlights are on and brakes are hit. That's fine.
Connecting the red wire to any of the other wires did NOT help. I was better off leaving the red
wire 12v power unconnected, probably because the power comes through the other car wires.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Very compact, easy to install, delivery via
regular mail took longer than expected! Report abuse. Images in this review. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: chevy volt accessories , camper led lights , police led
lights , Best clearance lights for trailers. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Nado Stuff Authorized
Dealer. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it

in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. For F King Ranch Harley Davidson Platinum. Raptor Models
Excluded. IP65 Waterproof cover with high-density foam mounted back will prevent from any
sand, water, dirt, snow or dust. Having an LED third brake light will really stand out in fog and
cruddy weather. Plug and Play. We are highly recommended to use hand screwer tool for the
installation. Electronic tool are easily screwing too tight and case cracked. Please use original
screws to install, the screws in the package are not for installation. The brake lamp lights up
faster to avoid rear end accident. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason
in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return
the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest
delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 8 hrs and 30 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Color: About this item This fits your. Make it a
bundle. We found 1 bundle with this item:. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
This bundle contains 3 items. Next page. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. More items to
explore. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Color: Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product Description.
Quick installation - Plug and Play Plug and Play. Super Bright LED 20 LED bulbs inside, rear
high brake light and reverse light all in one, provide both cool look and outstanding
illumination. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Color: Verified Purchase. Like many of you, I had a leaky third brake light in my F Platinum. The
rear section of headliner was consistently drenched and it was necessary to replace the lamp
assembly. This one fit the bill and it turned out great. After reading the reviews, I figured I could
help clear up some things. The two outer bulbs left and right provide the light for the two outer
cargo lights. The third, and center bulb, provides the light for the red center brake light. The way
this connects to the stock wiring is easy. Instead of bulbs in their sockets, this unit plugs in
each socket to get the power When you go to swap out your stock light for this one, sloooow
down and swap the wires one at a time. The NEW brake lamp has two leads that come out of it,
with plugs that are in the shape of bulb bases. No need to cut and splice wires, use crimpers,
etc. So it stands to reason that you only need TWO connections: the socket that originally
powered the third brake lamp bulb center, red , will mate up to the CENTER male plug on this
unit. Makes sense, right? These powered the two outer bulbs for the white cargo lamps. That
socket will be empty and held in place there in the brake lamp housing. Twist the other two
connectors into the new brake lamp housing cutouts sockets just as they were when you
removed the old one. Now check your connections. When you open the door or turn on the
cargo light, the white LED strip should illuminate. When the brake pedal is depressed, you get
the red LED strip. These trucks are not wired to use the cab cargo light as reverse lights.
Reverse lights are located in the tail light assemblies. As far as the installation goes, note many
people have broken their lamp assembly by over-torquing the screws. A couple notes here: - the
screws that come with this lamp are NOT meant to be used to Install the light on the truck. They
are machine screws, with nuts, and are just there to hold the lamp together in the box. Remove
those screws and nuts and discard them. They are sheet metal screws and necessary for
re-installation. If you crank on them, you WILL break the plastic. After installation, do one last
check of both the red and white lamps before proceeding to the next step. For my black truck, I
bought black silicone. After removing the stock lamp, fully clean the area that was under the
gasket and allow it to dry. I then applied a small bead onto the face of the gasket, which meets
the surface of the truck. Slowly and carefully apply the lamp to the truck, making sure the round
plastic protrusions go into the holes near the screw plates, allowing the gasket to fully mate
against the truck. Silicone will squeeze out from under the gasket. Next, I squirted a little
silicone into the screw holes so the screws and holes would be sealed. Now carefully insert the
stock sheet metal screws into the holes and snug each one up. The gasket and here, the
silicone as well will maintain a good seal. Lastly, I applied silicone around the perimeter of the
installed lamp. Just enough to fill the gap! Use your finger to slowly smooth it out, all the way
around. Now let it dry. By Daveinater on December 19, Images in this review. You can see the

bad gap and ever. I live in Chicago and we had some rain and snow and no signs of leaking. I
will up my rating to five stars. By Zachary on January 11, Your browser does not support HTML5
video. It does have such a thick gasket I bought this light because Ford wanted I have installed
it and went to the car wash and so far no leak, I like it. It does have such a thick gasket that it
does not mount flush at all the reason I couldn't give 5 stars. Use the factory original screws to
mount. Used on a model. I bought the 'smoked' color - which is really a black-out type of color but I'm certainly not complaining. It looks great, with very bright red and white LEDs red for
brake, white for reverse or when turning on the rear overhead light for illuminating the bed. The
only CON I found was the crappy quality of the supplied screws. I didn't exactly torque it down
really tight, but it snapped the chineseium screw in half quite easily. It was easy to extract with
pliers and turning, but I'd advise anyone installing this unit to simply use the factory screws
that came out of the old brake light assembly. Aside from that little adventure, this thing is
sleek, does its job, and has the nice little gasket to prevent leaks. I'd recommend. It's a small
inconvenience and I almost used the OEM screws initially anyhow. So now you know! Fit my F
perfect. Fixed the seel leak I had. LED is bright and plugs right into factory outlets. No wiring
needed. For the most part I love it beside we have had some rain lately and now I have moisture
inside the light housing. The seel is good so must be coming in from the screw holes. Maybe a
rubber bushing or caulk to fix that. Good thing is they are LED so water proof either way. Just
annoyed there is moisture in the light. By micah hatcher on March 1, This replaced the leaking
third brake light on my truck. Mine is a f super crew cab. The installation of this light was
incredibly simple. There are two prongs with bent wires. They dont look like the will work until
you actually undo your third brake light. I reused the screws from my OEM in place of the bolts
they provided. As well I used a clear RTV silicon to fully seal it up and endure no water will ever
enter my cab again. Now, this looks absolutely amazing on my truck. Truly it does! However, it
is not flush with the truck, like the OEM was. It sticks out about half an inch but is only
noticeable from the side if you really look. As well, because of the darkness of it, its provides
almost no light. Overall I am extremely pleased with this purchase. It took less than 10 minutes
to install! By Truck Guy on February 2, See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Not
screws in the kit. Love it. Very bright, looks great and fits perfect. Advise for anyone installing.
Use the stock hardware mounting screws and remove the nuts on the back of the light. This will
help it to fit very flush and tight to the truck. Easy fix for removing any space and making a
great fit. Report abuse. Extremely easy to install, looks really good during the day and night. I
bought this product to stop the water from coming in on my ford f So far it has not leak. It was
easy to install, the only thing I recommend is to tape your connections to prevent then from
coming off. Works well and looks great. Won't sit flush on the vehicle but no leaks. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items
65 buick rivieras for sale
p1000 ford escape
rj11 wire diagram
: ford raptor , ford raptor parts , harley davidson brake light , ford brakes , raptor lights. There's
a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Details Sorry. You are not eligible for this coupon. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

